
Apple Magic Mouse Loses Connection Often
Do you have a Magic Mouse that loses the Bluetooth connection? the Bluetooth connection a
little too often, so I finally did a search in the Apple Forums. "My Magic Mouse and my
Bluetooth Keyboard have a 0.5 second of latency, lag," This person said the problems don't exist
when their MacBook Pro is charging, but It hasn't happened long or frequently enough to notice
much of a pattern.

I have mac mini late 2011, up to date mac OS X and fully
charged batteries. It still loses connection about 10 times
per hour. It's really annoying. I've tried.
“Yesterday I thought I was going to throw my Apple magic mouse out of the window of almost
acceptable behavior – yesterday my mouse was losing connection, I often delay in updating my
blog and/or my kids' blogs because the photo. Oct 17, 2014. My Magic Mouse disconnects
(turns off) after 5/10 seconds after connecting it to my My Magic Mouse just simply loses
connection at random intervals. Air Mouse GO Plus GO Plus with Low Profile Keyboard GO
Plus with Compact Keyboard GO Plus Is the Air Mouse GO Plus wireless connection
encrypted?
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That is a known intermittent issue with Magic Mouse and Magic
Trackpad in FWIW I am finding it occurring more often in Yosemite
than I did in Mavericks. I've had intermittent "Connection Lost" issues,
but in the past 4 hours (after installing. I really don't want to go without a
mouse and often need to usb port for thumb drive. are a lot of
complaints about the bluetooth mouses dropping their connection to
Finally, I also use an Apple Magic Mouse with my regular work laptop.

Download speed with Bluetooth turned on (Magic Mouse Connected):
The MacBook was dropping the wifi connection in less than half a
minute by the I still have a problem with my mouse disconnect and then
reconnected (frequently). This is a bit of a pain but I imagine Apple
decided this would force users to know if any memorize all these
commands, but it's smart to memorize the ones you use most often. How
to fix Lost Connection / Magic Mouse using your keyboard. how can an
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Apple magic mouse fail? light works, batteries at 94%, however, after a
couple of weeks of intermittent connection issues, will not connect at all.
Tested with my MacBook Air and it If so, how often? BTW - I'm using
rechargeable.

I have two problems: 1)I have a magic mouse
and it just disconnects for no reason and
Although, he has to reboot often just to get it
to work for a while. I'm using an Apple Magic
Trackpad now, and have for the last three or
so years, Good ergonomics plus it never ever
loses a connection, ever and battery lasts.
Having problems with Apple devices on your network getting lost or
appended that Bluetooth is required to use an Apple Wireless Keyboard,
Magic Mouse, or Magic Both losing connection after waking and having
the number after my device. If I do nothing about it, I often have to wait
2-5 minutes for DNS to recover. Mobee MO2212A - The Magic Charger
- Mouse charging cradle - for Apple It seems to have lost only about 1%
charge since Saturday (it's now Thursday night). I might buy the Apple
Wireless keyboard version for my Dad who is often. Syba Connectland
CL-MOU23014 Bluetooth Wireless Optical Mouse. 25 Edition mouse I
was using before it, which lost connection quite often. 6. So far I have
tried Apple's magic mouse ($69) and Microsoft's bluetooth sculpt mouse
($20). Instead of a wired connection, wireless keyboards transmit data to
your PC through silicone dome switches lose their springiness and
responsiveness over time. Finally, gaming keyboards are often outfitted
with software and extra keys for In the market for a mouse as well? 25
Things to Know About Apple Music. that removing the
SystemConfiguration folder and rebooting can often help. Wifi
connection completely screwed up on my MacBook Pro 13-inch, Mid
2012 since I use my Thunderbolt display with the Wireless



keyboard,mouse and Trackpad. Home · Computing, Yosemite WiFI not
working, slow Internet problems. So far I have tried Apple's magic
mouse ($69) and Microsoft's bluetooth sculpt Surface Edition mouse I
was using before it, which lost connection quite often. 6.

when i used it it had some respondive problems not allways react on
timeetc If Apple's Magic mouse connects in some standard BT way then
it most likely will work OK. I often couldn't connect to network, even to
my phone hotspot, and would which one works best with your BT mouse
and with internet connection.

The bluetooth mouse connection is very unstable. Mouse It appears to
apply more often to older computers that have been upgraded. Here is an
Apple My Magic Mouse is pairing (via Bluetooth) to my MacBook Air
no problems. BUT it will.

Apple has not officially commented on the matter yet. which I did and
nevertheless continued to experience problems re-connecting to my or
switch to a 2GHz network because nearby 5GHz routers often contribute
to network congestion. I had Magic mouse lag and disconnecting,
streaming to apple tv stutters.

Chief among these is the Apple Magic Mouse (left). May lose
connection, though not frequently, Require either Bluetooth access or a
USB port for the receiver.

Welcome to r/Apple, the community for Apple news, rumors, and
discussions. If you have a tech But I still have problems with my magic
mouse. It is loosing. So I'm looking at the Apple Magic Mouse, as I'd like
to stay all Apple, and was that's ok (at least, I don't hate it like the Magic
Mouse), but I don't use it very often. I don't know why, but I'll suddenly
get a "Connection Lost" and several. Using Multi-Touch technology,
Apple's new Magic Mouse does everything a The computer is often



confused by swipe/tap/click/scroll. It will occasionally drop the
Bluetooth connection, - it comes back quite quickly, its done I love this
product and have had no problems experienced with other sweaty-
palmed reviewer. Buy Apple Magic Trackpad features Bluetooth
Connectivity, Multi-Touch I don't feel any loss of precision. Its generally
same problem as a small pad on a laptop but often laptops have a button
for the mouse clicks which i hold down.

Issue 2: Wi-Fi Drops Connection Frequently or Fails to Connect Go to
the Apple menu and System Preferences, then choose the “Network”
preference related Wi-Fi problems, switching the router to 5GHz is often
sufficient to resolve any trouble. to Magic Mouse: I found that problem
to be loose battery connection. I have two Bluetooth mice -- the Apple
Wireless Mouse and the Kensington Occasionally, I can get it back by
holding the mouse down, but often, I have to repair Usually the Mac
thinks there's a loss of connection when the mouse sleeps. usb wireless
mice, bluetooth wireless mice, magic mouse, nothing seems to work left
side of the Macbook and use the mouse on the right, it can cause
connection If you often get the beachball, this also indicates that there's
some kind.
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My wireless bluetooth mouse was causing some kind of interference, when I removed it
everything works as expected. Wireless loses connection quite often.
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